2020 Impact Report

We created GiveRoll to make it easier for
everyday donors to have an impact on
the issues they care about most.

Dear donor,

Thank you for being part of the GiveRoll community. In 2020, you have
demonstrated incredible resilience and generosity. GiveRoll.org launched in
March and with your support we raised over $11,000 for nonprofits, supporting
critical work in causes like Poverty & Hunger, Animal Welfare, Global Health,
Social Equity, Quality Education, and Environmental Protection.
Thank you for continually supporting the causes you care about,
Nikos Sarilakis,
Founder, GiveRoll

2020
$870 Donated

$576 Donated

Thank you for
making an impact!

In 2020, you and the GiveRoll community:

Raised
$11,330

Supported
18 Charities

Their teams are
responding to the
coronavirus
emergency on
multiple fronts — caring for patients,
offering health education and mental health
support. The GiveRoll community
provided funds for 6,800 gloves, 450
surgical masks, and 120 surgical

Helped the GFB network distribute
13,000 meals to those facing hunger.

$503 Donated

$576 Donated
Right now, 36 million people worldwide —
most of them in developing countries — are
blind. 80 percent of them didn’t have to lose
their sight.
Helen Keller International is dedicated to combating the
causes and consequences of vision loss and making
clear vision a reality for those most vulnerable to
disease.

Funded 10 hours of a
lifeline counseling shift for
young people in crisis,
feeling suicidal, or in need of
a safe and judgment-free
place to talk.

$272 Donated
Helped 14 cats and dogs
get adopted into loving
homes.

“The Global FoodBanking Network (GFN) is
happy to work with GiveRoll as a global
hunger relief partner and we look forward to
the difference we can all make together.”
-Caroline Parsons, Major Gifts, GFN

2020
$747 Donated

$294 Donated

$308 Donated
350 is an international movement
of ordinary people working to end
the age of fossil fuels and build a
world of community-led
renewable energy for all.

Now, more than ever, it’s
crucial that survivors can
get help.

Provide access to education
for 14 children in a
developing country

Many people stayed at home in an effort to
slow the spread of COVID-19. Those
experiencing intimate partner violence or
child sexual abuse are at particular risk.
$242 Donated
GiveRoll donors funded 37 hours of
support

Donations received will go
towards funding the activities
of the Strategic Preparedness
and Response Plan of the
pandemic.

$272 Donated

“We at buildOn are so excited to be included in
GiveRoll’s Quality Education Fund. This
ingenious tool will allow us to raise critical
sustaining funds from new donors while giving
contributors the convenience of supporting
multiple causes they care about at once.”
- Carrie Pena, CMO, buildOn

Supplied a ranger with a
GPS enabled, ruggedized,
hand-held data collection
device for patrols and
biological monitoring.
$576 Donated
Provided access to clean
and safe water for 14
persons in a developing
country

$308 Donated
Since 2001, Oceana has achieved
hundreds of concrete policy
victories for marine life and
habitats.

2020

Animal Welfare
9%

Poverty & Hunger
21%

Global Health
19%

Environment
10%

Quality Education
10%
COVID-19 Emergency
14%

Disbursed
$8,950

Social Equality
17%

2020
Period: 01/01/20-12/31/20

Poverty & Hunger

$1,880

Total Amount Disbursed: $8,950

Social Equality

$1,509

COVID-19 Emergency Fund

$1,212

•

The Hunger Project

$627

•

ACLU

$503

•

World Health Organization

$242

•

Global Foodbanking Network

$627

•

RAINN

$503

•

Global Foodbanking Network

$243

•

World Central Kitchen

$626

•

The Trevor Project

$503

•

World Central Kitchen

$242

•

RAINN

$243

•

GiveDirectly

$242

Global Health

$1,727

Animal Welfare

$816

•

charity: water

$575

•

ASPCA

$272

•

Helen Keller International

$576

•

The Humane Society

$272

•

Doctors Without Borders

$576

•

Global Wildlife Conservation

$272

Quality Education

$882

Environmental Protection

$924

•

Donors Choose

$294

•

350.org

$308

•

buildOn

$294

•

Oceana

$308

•

YearUp

$294

•

Acadia Center

$308

Have questions or feedback?
Contact us at hello@giveroll.org

